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Lc t q > 2. If /‘is a measurable function on R” such that J-Y) ) I I”” ~’ q’ E Lq( R”). 
then its Fourier transformfcan be defined and there exists a constant A, such that 
the inequality 11 711, <A, /If 1 I”‘lm2q’ iI,, holds. This result is called the Hardy- 
Littl :wood theorem. This paper studies what the corresponding function to 1.~ In is 
for t re spherical Fourier transform on Riemannian symmetric spaces and gives an 
anal rgue of this theorem. Also it is shown that the spherical Fourier transform of 
func ion .f having the corresponding property on G:‘K extends holomorphically to a 
tube domain and that an analogue of Riemann-Lebesgue lemma holds there. The 
follo.ving three cases are treated: the Riemannian symmetric spaces of the noncom- 
pact type. those of the compact type and the symmetric spaces on which the Cartan 
motion groups are acting. ( 1987 Academic Pre~a. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The !<ausdorff-Young theorem for the Fourier series or the Fourier 
transform is an extension of the Plancherel formula for square integrable 
functions to Lp functions. Another extension is the following Hardy-Lit- 
tlewood theorem (Hardy and Littlewood [2]). Let q> 2 and .f be a 
measure ble function on [ -7c, K] such that ,f(x) IX\’ -’ Y~ Ly( -TC, rr). We 
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denote by c,, (ir E Z) the Fourier coefficients of f: Then there exists a 
constant A, > 0, independent of h such that 
For the Fourier transform on R” the Hardy-Littlewood theorem is 
stated as follows ([2] and Sadosky [7]). Let q > 2 andf be a measurable 
function on R” such that f(x) 1 x 1 “‘I ~ ‘;Y’ E LY(R”). Then we can define the 
Fourier transform f of f and find a constant A y > 0, independent off, such 
that 
(1 
.,. ,Jel,q4<A4( JR,, ,ftsK),” ,.+-%q 
We investigated the Hausdorff-Young theorem for the spherical Fourier 
transform on noncompact Riemannian symmetric spaces in [ 11. The pur- 
pose of this paper is to prove the Hardy-Littlewood theorem for the 
spherical Fourier transform on Riemannian symmetric spaces. We consider 
the case of Riemannian symmetric spaces of noncompact type in Sections 
337, of compact type in Section 8 and also consider the Cartan motion 
group in Section 9. In each case we shall give the Hardy-Littlewood 
theorem. In Section 6 we show that there exists a tube domain T, in the 
complex dual space such that any function for which the Hardy- 
Littlewood theorem holds extends to a holomorphic function on the interior 
of T,, and prove that the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma holds there. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite cen- 
ter and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let g = f + p be a fixed Car- 
tan decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G with Cartan involution 19 and 
g = f + a + n an Iwasawa decomposition of g such that a is a maximal 
abelian subspace of p. We denote by G = KAN the corresponding decom- 
position of G. Let I = dim a, the rank of G/K. For x E G, H(x) E a denotes 
the element uniquely determined by I E K exp( H(x)) N. For a E A, we write 
log u for H(a). Let a* be the dual space of a. We denote by ( , ) the 
Killing form of g. For A E a*, let H, E a be the unique element determined 
by A(H) = (H,, H) for all HE a. Let C be the set of all positive roots of 
(g, a). We put p(H) = (l/2) Tr(ad( H) I,) for HE a. Denote by M and M 
the centralizer and normalizer of A in K, respectively. Let W be the Weyl 
group M/M of (g, a) and [ W] its order . Let ii = 0(n) and IV denote the 
corresponding analytic subgroup of G. 
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The IUing form ( , ) induces euclidean measures on A, a and a*. We 
normalize them by multiplying the factor (2~)-“~ and denote them by da, 
dH, am: dv, respectively. We put 1 H 1 = (H, H) “’ for HE a. Let dk denote 
the normalized Haar measure on K so that the total measure is 1. The 
Haar measures on N and iV are normalized so that 
We alsc, normalize the Haar measure d,u on G so that 
There is a certain constant C > 0 such that 
X 
JJ 
KxR.f‘(ki exp(fW,) dk, dk,, (2.1) 
for f’ E ,Z;? (G). In fact C = (2rc)‘,’ vol( K/M)/[ W]; here vol( K/M) denotes 
the vohtme of K/M with respect o the K-invariant measure induced from 
the restriction of - ( , ) to f [4, p. 3821. We put 
Q(exp H) = C n / sinh a(H) lm”‘, HEa. 
1 E r 
Then S; (a) (a E A) is IV-invariant. By using this fact, it can be seen that 
Q extends to G by f2(.u)=Q(a) for .u=k,ak2, k,, k,eK, ae.4. Iffis 
K-biinvlriant and f(s) Q(s) ’ is integrable, we have 
i . f(.u)Q(.u)~ d.u= i 
f(a)da. (2.2) 
‘G A 
Put a(x)=(X,X)” for ?c=kexpX, kEK, XE~. Then r~ is 
K-biinv rriant and satisfies a(.~-!) d (T(X) + a(y) for X, y E G. Thus the 
relations 
a(.C’) = a(x) and a(q) 2 I a(x) - a(y) / (2.3) 
hold fol, any X, J’E G. 
For 1. E a*, the elementary spherical function 4,. for G/K is given by 
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Let C,T-(fiG/K) denote the space of all K-biinvariant elements in C;(G) 
and LP(K\G/K) (1 < p < 2) the Banach space of K-biinvariant LJ’ functions 
on G. The spherical Fourier transform yoff~ L’(flG/K) is defined by 
The Plancherel formula 
holds for .f’~ L’(K\G/K) n L’(aG/K), where 
c-function for G/K. 
I’ E a*. 
)I2 Ic(v)l -2d\f (2.4) 
c(v) is the Harish-Chandra 
3. A PRELIMINARY LEMMA 
We prepare first the following result. We denote by f gamma function. 
LEMMA 1. Let n he a positive integer. Assume that CI and fl are real 
numbers satisjj?ing 
IX> -I, fi> -n, cr+p+n<O. (3.1) 
Then ,for an)’ a > 0 u*e have 
=,= 2x”J21J/I+n)f( -cr-fl-n)cos(7r((u/2)+/?+n)) 
T(n/2) r( -a) cos((n/2)cf) 
Proqf: Let I denote the integral in the lemma. By using the change of 
variable -vi = ay, ( 1 6 i 6 n) and the polar coordinate we see that 
ITam+B+n 
&.fT? % 
s J-(n/2) 0 
Il-tl”t p+n-l dt, 
We divide the last integral into two parts jA+jr and we have the desired 
expression of I. 
Remark. The inequalities (3.1) also imply that a and /? are negative. 
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LEM~.A 2. We use the notation and the measures in the previous section. 
Let M, 1: be as in Lemma 1 and put 
c=c(a 8)=2’~izr(P+f)r(-a-8-f)cos(n((a/2)+B+f)) 
lJ1/2) r( -a) cos((7r/2)a) 
Then the inequalit? 
i 
cJ(.uJ~)%(J)‘Q2(y)-’ dy6co(x)‘+fi+‘, (3.2) 
G 
holds fcr s E G with a(x) # 0. 
ProoJ: By the last remark and (2.3) we have 
By the .c-biinvariantness of the function c(x) and (2.2), the right hand side 
equals 
s L1 I~I(.~-)--IHI I”IHIDdH. 
By Lemma 1, this is equal to Ccr(.~)‘+~+‘. 
4. NONCOMPACT TYPE, q: EVEN INTEGER 
Let 9’ = ,V( K\G/K) be the set of all K-biinvariant simple functions on G. 
LEMMA 3. Let rn B 2 be an integer. Then there exists a constant C, such 
that for all f E Y 
d c,,, I 
G )f(.~)l’ma(x)“2”~2’SZ(x)2”‘~‘d~~. 
Proof. We put h=f‘* f *“’ *f (m-times). Then $(v)=~(v)~. By the 
Planche .el formula we have 
[W]~‘j~J~(v)/‘-l~(v)l-~dv=j (h(x)l’dx. 
G 
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We put g(~)=f(.u)(o(?r)‘O(?c))‘-I’“. Since 
1 g(x)l’“= If(?c)12”(T(.K)I(2m-2’SZ(.K)2m~2, 
it is enough to show that we can find a constant C,,, such that 
j 
G 
lh(.K)(2d~K<C,n jGig(x)12"'dx. (4.1) 
Since 
h(x,)= j ... j f(,K,?ri~')...f(?c,,~,X,')f(.K,)d~K, ...d.qn 
G G 
= 
s I 
. . . @,(x,,...,x,) G2(x,,..., x,,,)ds~~ . ..dx., 
G G 
where @, and Q2 are given by 
we have by the Schwarz inequality 
Ih( jG- jG I@,(s, ,...,. x,,,)(‘d.v2 .“dx,,, 
X 
s s 
. . . cr~~(x, ,..., x,,)’ dxz ’ . . dx,,. 
G G 
We denote by I the second integral. If we put ~7~ =x,x; I,..., Y,,-, = 
x -1 , “r~-‘-y, , 1, =-x,3 we have 
x (i-2(x, y,‘... ,~;‘)sZ(~l)...sZ(y,)}~““~“‘“d~,, . ..dv.. 
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For sinlplicity we now put 
7 
J, =o(Il )‘,I . . . ,pp2m {~(J12)...~(L’,)}~“m+‘.2m- 
x {sz(y2)~~. Lqy,,,)) -? 
Ji=fJ(,l.;)-“2fit {cT(.K’.1’,‘-.yp) 
x a(j.2)...g(.1’,) ^ ... (+‘,,,)) -‘h+‘,h2 
X Is2(.K,?‘,““?‘;‘)sz(?‘2)“‘52(?‘i) ^...qym)}y 
for i (26i<m), where ^ indicates that the term with it as a superscript 
should be omitted in the formula. Then, as is easily seen, the integrand in 
the last integral coincides with J, ... J,,. Hence we have 
We firs estimate the integral 
* . 
,, Y.z ‘.’ I J JT dy, . dy,,, ‘G G 
” . 
= ‘.’ 
J 1 
a( .K, ?‘,; ’ . . J’7 ’ ) - ’ ‘2 
G G 
x (a(?‘2)-4?lJ)- ‘+‘.2m {I-Q(y,,,))-‘dy, . ..dy. 
. . 
= ... 
J J {d.h) 
. . . c(j.m)} -If “2m 
G G 
x (Q(J+--~(.Y,)}-’ dy:, . ..dy.,, 
X 
! 
d(X, y,; ’ J’; I)-‘= ~(~~,)-‘+“2m~(~2)-’ dy2. 
G 
We can apply Lemma 2 to the integral with respect o ~~~ and we have for 
C= C( -l/2, -I+ 1/2m) 
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By repetition of this method, we can find a constant CL such that 
I, 6 C;a( x , ) - ltzrn. 
We next estimate the integrals 
By the change of variables tli = X, y,; ’ . . 1’; ‘, u, = yi for j (j # i), we have 
If we carry out estimations of the integrations with respect to I’;+ ,,..., u,,,, 
0 ,-I’..., L’*, oi in this order, we obtain as for I,, 
Hence we have 
Change the variables by J, = s,x~’ ,..., y,+, = X, ~ ,x- I n, 1 ?‘m = s,, . Then 
the right hand side of the last inequality equals 
c:, jG . . . jG IdYJ~~~gbAl*%Y, ~xJ’2m 
x ~~(l’,)...~(l’,,,))-llm-ll.ln+l.~*m~ 
x CSZ(.1’,)...R(1(,):~‘“‘-“‘“‘~~, . ..dy.,. 
Put 
L,=Ig(~,;)I*.(~,‘.‘J’m)~‘;*mZ.(l’i)’!*m3 
)( ia(y, fJ(,ti) -. . . o(ym)} -h+‘!*m’ 
x {12(r’,)...Q(yi) -32(y,)}-‘? 
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We the11 have, as before, 
In order, to estimate the integral 
we estinlate its second integral, 
x {J?(~,)...Q(~,) -42(y,,,))-‘L$, ...dv, --dv,. 
We first consider 
As before, we get the following inequality with C’ = C( -1/2m, 
-I+ 1/2nz2), 
M, <cc’ ... . 
s J 
‘,a(J,,)...~(I’,,,~,)). -‘+‘2m2 
G G 
xa(y, ...yrnm~,)- ,nr I ,, 2d 
x {Q(1’2) . ..s2(~.,~~,))~'dl.~...d~,_,. 
By repetition of this argument we can find a constant CL, such that 
M, < Cka( y , ) ’ ,2m’. 
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For Mj (2 < i < m) we carry out the integration with respect o y,,..., yi + r, 
~7, ,..., y,+, in this order and we get the following estimate in a similar 
manner to the M, case: 
Hence we have 
1 1 . . 
J J Ly dv, I g(x) 1 zm dx G G 
. . . dynr 6 CL 1 
G 
and the estimate 
s, Ih(x, <C,,C,[G Ig(x)l’“dx. 
This completes the proof. 
5. NONCOMPACT TYPE, y: GENERAL 
Lemma 3 is the special case (q = 2m) of Hardy-Littlewood theorem. To 
prove the theorem for any q >, 2 we use the following interpolation theorem 
due to E. M. Stein [S]. 
LEMMA 4. Let M and N he measure spaces. Let kO, k, be two non- 
negathe measurable .functions on N. Also let uO, u, be two non-negative 
measurable functions on M. Let T be a linear transformation defined on sim- 
ple functions of M to measurable functions on N. Suppose 1 Q p,,, p, , qO, 
q,<~~,andl/p=(l-t)/p,+t/p,, l/q=(l-t)/q,+t/q,,whereO<t<l. 
Suppose that .for simple f 
II ( Tf) . k, II y, d Ml II f . ui Ilp,, i=O, 1. (5.1) 
Let k=kh-‘. ki and u=t&‘.u~. Then T can be uniquely extended to a 
linear transformation on functions f, for which )I f. u (I p < 00, so that 
llKf)N, GM, Ilf .ullp 
,cYth M, = MA ~ ‘MI. 
Suppose that 2 bq< ‘CO. We take two measure spaces ((KG/K, d-x) for 
Mand (a*, [WI-’ Ic(v)lP2dv) for Nin the lemma. We put (Tf)(v)=y(v) 
for f E 9’. Let p0 = q0 = 2 and p, = q, be the smallest even integer > q. We 
put k, = k, = u,, = 1, u, = {c~(x)‘Q(x)}‘~-~“~ and t= (1 - 2/q)/( 1 - 2q,). 
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Then t re inequality (5.1) for i= 1 holds with Me = 1 by (2.4) and the one 
for i= 1 holds with M, = ( C,,,z)“4’ by Lemma 3. Moreover we have p = q 
and M. = MA--‘M; = A.!;. Thus we have the following result. 
THEVREM I. Suppose 2 6 q < ‘XI. Then the spherical Fourier transform 
can he defined for ,functions .f’ such that 
<f(x) CT(S)” ““‘a(.u)‘~2Y~LY(K\,G/K), 
and there e.Gsts a constant A, > 0, independent off, such that 
Rem&. In [2. Theorem 41, it is shown that A, -, q (q --) <xi) for the 
classical Fourier series. But in our case by the proof of Lemma 3 we have 
( 
m - I 
A 2 ‘,I = n C( - (nz- j+ 1)/2m, -/+ 112~2) 
j= I 
) 
I.‘Zm 
x C( -(m-j+ 1)/2nz’, -I+ 1/2m2) 
=2’- l’r(q2)-1 r(1prn)l’2 r(1/2m2)(“+‘l,“‘“(2/7C)l!4m 
x (cos(n/4m2)/(cos(7c(m- 1)/4m)cos(7t(m- 1)/4m’))}’ ‘n’. 
Therefore, since r(t) h l/t (t 4 O), we have 
A, - p”:2~(//2)-lq32 (q + X’ ). 
6. HOLOMORPHIC EXTENDABILITY 
Let a: be the complexification of a*. For E>O we put C,, = [s(EP); 
SE W], the convex hull of {.s(EP); SE W) in a*. For any p, 1 < p < 2, we 
define a tube domain T,, in a: by T, = a* + ( - 1 )I!’ C,,, where E = 2/p - 1. 
It is we11 known that if 1 d p < 2, then the spherical Fourier transform? of 
f E L”(I?\G/K) can be extended to a holomorphic function on Int( T,), the 
interior of T,,. 
If q > 2, then the function o(.Y)[(~ 2’ Ran’ on G increases very rapidly 
at infinity. So it is natural to consider the extendability of the spherical 
Fourier transform 7 of the function .f as in Theorem 1 to some domain of 
a:. This problem was suggested by E. M. Stein. 
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For any q, 1 <q < 50, we put for brevity 
Ilfll,,,=(jGIfw 
14 
o(~)“q-~) Q(.Y)~-’ d-x . 
Let a + and A + be the positive Weyl chambers in a and A, respectively. 
We use the following estimates. The statement (1) is due to P. C. Trombi 
and V. S. Varadarajan [9, Lemma 3.511 and (3) is due to Harish-Chandra 
[3, Theorem 31. The statement (2) is an immediate consequence of the 
definition of Q(x). 
LEMMA 5. (1) Let E > 0. Then, for I E a: such that Im 1 E C,,, and 
aEA+, 
(2) There exists a constant c such that 
Qa) < c. e2P(logN) (aEA + ). 
(3) There exist constants A4 and d such that 
1 d ep”OgO’ do(a) < M( 1 + a(a))d (aEA+). 
LEMMA 6. Let 1 < p < 2 and E = 2/p - I. Then .for an)’ compact set o cf 
Int Ctl, there exists a constant C~u,p such that 
114;. II,p, G cw.p (IEa*+( -l)‘,‘(0). 
Proof: We can choose a number E’ so that 0 < E’ < E and w c C,,,,. Then 
we have by Lemma 5 
= [W] j 19j.(a)I”a(a)“P~Z’n(a)p~’ da 
.A + 
< c[ W] jA+ eP~‘Ph3~~ ,$Ja)” a(a)b-?) e2fP- IbP(b30) da 
<cMCWI j 
,CPc’+P-2lP(~WU~(1 +~(a))P”a(a)l’“-“da. 
A+ 
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Since ,j(loga)>O on A+, ps’+p--2=p(a’-&)-CO and /(p-2)+1= 
I(p - 1 > 0, this integral is a finite value and depends only on p and E’. 
THECREM 2. Let q > 2. If f is u K-biinvariant function on G such that 
then the spherical Fourier transform ,7 off can be extended to a holomorphic 
jknctior on Int T,,, where l/p + l/q = 1. 
Proq): Letf’be a function as in the theorem. Then it is easy to see that 
there er ists a sequence f,, ,fi ,..., in C;x(K\,G/K) such that I/f -.c (lly, + 0 
(,j -+ x8 . Then by using the Holder inequality we have 
k .i +J:,~ECI*+(-1)“~ whereoisacompactsetofC,z,P,,,,. Hence 
the seq .tence {.f,). converges uniformly in wider sense on Int T, to a 
functior F. Since z is holomorphic on Int T,, for all j, F is holomorphic on 
Int T,, ; nd clearly coincides with 7 on a*. Hence F is the holomorphic 
extensian off to Int T,,. 
If we use the inequality in the proof of the last theorem, we have the 
following Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. 
CORO LARY. Let q > 2 and E = 1 - 2/q. Let w be an)’ compact subset yf 
Int C,,. Then for an!, f such that f(.y) CJ(.Y)” Q(x) E LY(K!G/K) 
lim l.RJ.,l =a 
Im i E 10. I i I - -c 
ProoJ: Let ‘,.#;.I c C;“(EO,G;K) be a sequence as in the proof of 
Theorenl2. We know that .<.(A) +O (j+ CC) uniformly on o (see [l, 
p. 2451). Then by the inequality 
Lm,l d lm-J)(4 + v/b% 
d~,,,.,lIf-.f,ll,,,+IJ)~~~I 
( l/p + l/q = 1 ), we have our corollary. 
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7. INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE HAUSDORFF-YOUNG THEOREM AND 
THE HARDY-LITTLEWOOD THEOREM 
The following result is the Hausdorff-Young theorem [l, Lemma 81. 
LEMMA 7. Let 1 < p < 2 and l/p + l/q = 1. Then there exists a constant 
C, > 0 such that 
> 
I?p 
Ifb)l”d.y 
LetpandqbeasinLemma7.Andletpdrdqand~=l/r+l/q-l.In 
Lemma4 we put po=p, p, =qo=q,=q, ko=k,=uo=l, u,= 
{a(.u)‘SZ(.u))‘-‘4 and I = (l/r - l/p)/( 1 -2/p). Then, from Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 7, we get the following theorem, which corresponds to Theorem 9 
of [2]. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 < p 6 2 and l/p + l/q = 1. Suppose that p < r < q and 
~1 = l/r - l/p. Then there exists a constant B, > 0 such that 
,for al/fsati~~~l~ingf(.u) [T(X) -‘P Q(x) Pp E Lr( EC\G/K). 
8. COMPACT TYPE 
Let gC denote the complexification of g and let u denote the compact real 
formf+(-l)‘,‘p.Weputp, =(-l)“‘panda,=(-l)““a.Let(U,K)be 
the compact dual symmetric pair of (G, K). The Lie algebra of U is u. Let 
A, = exp a,. We normalize the Haar measures da and d,a on U and A, 
so that the total measures are 1, respectively. We put 
D,(exp H)= n Isincc(( -l)‘,“H)Imcy’, HE ‘1, 
2E-T 
and 
> 
-1 
Q,(a)= j D,(a) d,a . D,(a). aEA,. 
‘4 l 
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Then fo . any f E C(U) we have ( [4, p. 3851) 
Extend C2, to CJ by Q,(u)=Q,(a) if u=k,ak,, ac.4,. k,, k,EK. Then 
Q, is w :I1 defined. If ,f is K-biinvariant and f(u) Q,(U) ’ is integrable, we 
have 
jl,.f(U)R*(u)-~du= j .f(a) d*a. ~ 
I 
We put 
C*(U) = infj (H, H)‘,Z; 
u=k, exp(( -l)‘:‘H)k,, HE~, k,,k? EK). (8.1) 
Let ~~~.L be the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary 
representations of U of class one with respect o K. For once and for all, we 
choose 11 representation from each class. Let x; and n; the character and 
the degr:e of rc,. Then the spherical function II/ ;. for U/K corresponding to 
nj. is given by 
([4, p. 4261). The spherical Fourier transform of .f E C(K’\,U/K ), 
K-biinvariant continuous function on U, is defined by 
Then thl: following Plancherel formula holds: 
I If(u)12du= c d; IfG)12. 1, is 1 
THEOP EM 4. Suppose that 2 d q < E. Then the spherical Fourier 
trunsfort 1 can be defined for .functions f on U satisfying 
f(u) a*(10 I’ ’ 2’y’ Q,(u)’ ~ 2’y E Ly(K\ U/K), and there exists u constant 
.4 *y > 0 such that 
” E d;. I.f(W 
XE .1 > 
> 
lY 
GA*, ( f(u)~Y~Ju)‘Y~2?2Ju)Y-2du 1’ 
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Proof: Let I= n and t(, fl be as in (3.1). Then there exists a constant 
C = C(Z, /I) > 0 such that 
s a*(uL~~‘)z~*(o)~R*(L~)~’ dL> L, 
d L,I~,(u)-~*(L~)(‘~*(c)~R*(D)~‘~u 
s 
=i I a,(u) -a,(a) I' c+b)' d,a -1. 
by Lemma 1. If we use this inequality, we can prove the theorem by the 
same method as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
8. CARTAN MOTION GROUP 
In this section we consider the spherical Fourier transform on Cartan 
motion group and shall give the Hardy-Littlewood theorem. 
Let G, be the Cartan motion group associated with G, that is, the 
semidirect product G = p. K with the product 
xx’= (X+ Ad(k)X’, kk’) 
for x = (X, k), X’ = (x’, k’) (X, x’ E p, k, k’ E K). Identifying K with (0, K) 
by the correspondence k + (0, k), we have Go/K z p and K\G,jK ‘v a/W. 
Let d.y be the Haar measure on G, normalized so that 
i,~ f(-v 1 d-x = j-jp x K .f(X k) dX dk, f~c,(Go), 
” 
where dX is the euclidean measure induced from the Killing form ( , ). 
Then we have 
j F(X) dX= [W] -’ (27~)” j n I cc(H)Imcnb 
P az.ez 
X 
!" 
F(Ad(k) H) dk, dH 
K/.&f 
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for FE C,.(p) (cf. [4, p. 3811). Therefore 
I 
Gn f(x) dmy = [ W] -’ (274’:” vouK/M) 
x - f(H, 1) n (cr(H)]‘n’a’&f 
! (9.1) 0 zc,’ 
for f E I,‘,.(K\G,/K). We put 
Q,(x) = [W] -’ (27c)‘.:2 vol(K/M) n Ia(H)I’“‘“’ 
nc?L’ 
for .Y = k(H, 1 )k’ (k, k’ E K, HE a). Then Q,(x) is a nonnegative function 
which is well defined on G,. Moreover, if,f is K-biinvariant and f(x) Q,(x) 
is integrable, then it follows from (9.1) that 
J j-(.u)Q,(s)-‘d-x= * f(H, 1)dH. GO J 0 
Let I: * = Hom,(p, R). Each element k E K acts on p* by 
(k.v)(X)= v(Ad(k) -‘X), \-Ep*. 
Let ye,, be the corresponding spherical function to VEX* defined by 
Then yap.,, =?I,, hold for all kEK, rep*. In fact qV is decided by \!~a* 
(more precisely, module IV). The spherical Fourier transform ,f; of 
f~ C,(I~G,/K) is defined by 
and the following Plancherel formula holds: 
s G‘ I1’(-r)I~d-u=[~]-‘vol(K/M) 0 
x s “* Ijb)l’ n I(cl,v)l”‘“‘dv. l‘5.r 
Here ( , ) is the inner product on a* induced naturally from the Killing 
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form (cf. Kleppner and Lipsman [5]). For each XE p, we define its norm 
by 1 XI = (X, X)“‘. Put oO(x) = 1 XI for x = (X, k) E G,,. Then obviously rrO 
is subadditive, that is, (r,, satisfies 
Then we can obtain the following theorem by a parallel argument to the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose 2 <q < CJI. Then the spherical Fourier transform 
can he extended to functions f satisjjing 
and there exists a constant A,, > 0 such that 
Remark. In the case when G=SO,(n, 1) and K=SO(n), Go is the 
euclidean motion group and the spherical Fourier transform f for 
,f’ E C,.( K’\,G,JK) 1s t h e generalized Fourier-Bessel transform (cf. Kumahara 
and Okamoto [6]). 
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